Palgrave Macmillan Journals
Come “tour” our new platform!

www.palgrave.com/journals
Welcome to the new Palgrave Macmillan journals platform!

In this presentation you will find:

- **Platform overview**
- **What’s new for readers**
- **What’s new for authors**
- **What’s new for librarians and account managers**
Platform overview


Springer Nature is home to an array of respected brands providing quality content through a range of innovative products and services. In creating Springer Nature we strive to deliver extensive content with our ultimate goal being to offer ease of access, search, and ability to purchase.

As part of Springer Nature, Palgrave Macmillan journals are now poised to take advantage of Springer’s extensive network and enhanced technology to improve both content delivery and submissions systems for our customers and authors via springer.com and SpringerLink. In addition, Palgrave Macmillan journals will now be unified with Palgrave Books on palgrave.com, allowing a more seamless browsing experience across these product portfolios.
Platform overview

What does this mean?

From June 1, 2016, Palgrave Macmillan journals’ content hosted on palgrave-journals.com will be moved and made accessible on SpringerLink. This move will reunite Palgrave Macmillan journals and eBooks on to the same platform with all Springer journals. The benefits of a single platform will be an improved user experience and more consolidated library administration functions.

The Palgrave Journals main page and information pages have all moved to a new home on palgrave.com. You can also browse journals by subject alongside Palgrave books in these areas.

Journal links from palgrave.com will lead you to the relevant product pages on springer.com, where you can see detailed title and submission information and search and browse for articles.

Visitors to the palgrave-journals.com platform will be automatically redirected to relevant pages on the new platform.

- There are two title exceptions: International Abstracts in Operations Research (IAOR) and the open access title Palgrave Communications. Both journals, which have unique functionality, will remain on the palgrave-journals.com platform for the time being.
Platform overview

Our new home at: www.palgrave.com/journals

Welcome to Palgrave Macmillan Journals

Our portfolio includes 50+ journals, with core areas in Business and Management, Economics, Finance, Operations Research, Information Technology, Politics and International Relations, and Sociology. As part of Springer Nature we are proud to uphold an unbroken tradition of over 170 years of academic publishing.

We have moved sites! Browse these pages to find out more about features of our publishing service and how to subscribe. In addition, Palgrave Journals product and content pages are now available on springer.com and SpringerLink. Learn more about our new platform.

See our Journals A-Z Index
What’s new for readers?
What’s new for readers: accessing your account

If you or your institution currently subscribe to Palgrave Macmillan journals, your entitlements have been automatically migrated so that you can now access content via SpringerLink.

Please visit SpringerLink and check that your access is working as expected. If you have any problems at all, please contact: onlineservice@springernature.com
What's new for readers: ways to find content

Sociology
Studying, researching or teaching Sociology? From award-winning scholarly monographs to innovative textbooks that stimulate learning and discovery at every level, at Palgrave Macmillan you will find high quality publishing for a global audience of students and academics, written by some of the world's leading social scientists including Steven Lukes, Steve Fuller and Ruth Levitas.

Editor's Choice

Browse journals by subject on palgrave.com
What’s new for readers: ways to find content

Search or browse journals on springer.com
What’s new for readers: ways to find content

Search by subject, topic or keywords on SpringerLink

Use the left menu to refine your search by content type, discipline and sub-discipline
What’s new for readers: product and article pages

New journal pages on springer.com provide a clear overview of scope and strengths, and highlight featured content.
What’s new for readers: product and article pages

You can also quickly access recent or archive content via journal pages on SpringerLink.
What’s new for readers: product and article pages

Article pages on SpringerLink feature a streamlined layout for easier reading on any device.

You can also view Social Mentions for each article under “Article Metrics”, and quickly share relevant content with colleagues.
What’s new for readers: TOC alerts

To keep abreast of new articles as they publish, you can sign up to receive Table of Contents alerts via journal pages on springer.com.

If you have signed up to receive Palgrave journal alerts via the palgrave-journals.com platform, you should receive an email regarding updates to your account. If any questions please contact: customerservice@springernature.com

Sign up via springer.com
What’s new for authors?
What’s new for authors: production workflow

From June 1, 2016 Palgrave journal articles will be published using the Springer production workflow. This includes an advanced **e-proofing system** which offers authors an easy way of making corrections to their article online, reducing the time it takes to correct proofs and publish your work.

Once the initial proof of your article has been corrected and finalized, the article is ready for Online First publication. The article will be forwarded for online publication on **SpringerLink** in one to two week’s time after the receipt of corrections.

The Online First service lets users access peer reviewed articles well before print publication. These articles are searchable and citable by their DOI (Digital Object Identifier). With Online First publication the time it takes for critical discoveries to reach the research community is significantly reduced. This replaces the Advance Online Publication (AOP) service on the palgrave-journals.com platform.
What’s new for authors: increased discoverability

Palgrave Journals are now discoverable across three platforms, bringing additional exposure to your article.
What’s new for authors: article metrics

Authors can view article-level metrics (ALMs) thanks to our partnership with Altmetric, which tracks and analyzes the online activity surrounding scholarly literature.

This allows us to show detailed statistics on each article’s coverage and discussions in the media and on blogs; any bookmarking, ratings and discussions via bibliographic tools and sites such as Papers, Mendeley and ResearchGate; and social media sharing via platforms like Twitter, Facebook and Google+.

If available, the number of shares (based on Altmetric data) for each article is provided alongside citations (based on CrossRef data) on its abstract page on SpringerLink, helping you and your readers to assess the reach and impact of your article.
What’s new for authors: social sharing

Authors can also easily share their research with colleagues using the social sharing buttons on SpringerLink article pages.

Abstract

Capitalism is the dominant economic system and many different models of capitalism practiced throughout the global economy, but there are many different models of capitalism practiced depending on what the society decides “economic effectiveness” is. In this study, we assert that effective economy simultaneously achieves two goals: wealth and equality. Which model of capitalism best delivers both wealth and equality? - Springer

Capitalism is the dominant economic system adopted throughout the global economy but there are many different models of capitalism practiced depending on what the society decides “economic effectiveness” is. In this study, we assert that an effective economy simultaneously achieves two goals: wealth and equality.
What’s new for librarians and account managers?
What’s new for librarians and account managers

On June 1, 2016, Palgrave Macmillan journals’ content that had been hosted on palgrave-journals.com will be moved and made accessible on SpringerLink. The benefits of a single platform will be an improved user experience and more consolidated library administration functions.

Current subscribers to Palgrave Macmillan journals should have been contacted by our Sales Team with information regarding the administration of your account.

You can also:

► Read a detailed FAQ for librarians, resource managers, institutional administrators and key-users regarding the platform migration

► See subscription options for Palgrave journals

► If you have any questions, please contact us at: onlineservice@springernature.com